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In a way, the most
political

ca~icatu~e

p~inting p~ess

f~ee

in the

pe~iod

histo~y

was that space of time

was invented.

of

befo~e

the

It is debatable when this

pe~iod

began. Some say that the cave men and Egyptians could draw as
well as anyone else, but in fact often
othe~

look silly.

Othe~s

say that

t~ue

p~efe~red

to make each

caricature appeared

along with pen and ink, when slips of paper were passed among
friends. Either way,
had any

pa~ticula~

limitations.

ca~icaturists

of this

e~a

may not have

influence, but they also had no particular

If someone was offended by their

sc~atchings,

and hinted at trouble, the original could be lost, or burned
or eaten

befo~e

anything could be

p~oven.

When it became possible to make multiple copies, there
was suddenly someone between the
He had to take into account

ca~toonist

othe~

and his audience.

opinions, such as,

the one offered by the man who owned the only

pe~haps,

p~inting

press

in town. This trend of accountability has continued through
today.

Mode~n ca~toonists

have a touch which is a good deal

lighter than the heavy black lines of the woodcut, but,
conve~sely, thei~
p~onounced.

influence has become a good deal

In the age of the television and

mo~e

compute~

.'T

information glut the editorial cartoon provides a quick
summation of what our public figures are up to. The editorial
cartoon is also, by definition, heavily opinionated, and lets
us know in no uncertain terms how we should feel about what
is happening.
Currently there are about 170 professional editorial
cartoonists in the U.S, at least two of which are syndicated
to over 400 papers (Jeff MacNelly and Pat Oliphant).- This is
a relatively small number of people trying to tell a very
large number of people what to think. The cartoonists'
message is, of course, to Some degree constrained by his
newspaper and his pUblic--if he wants to remain employed he
has to suit his ideas to his audience at least a little. But
even after those influences he still has a good deal of room
left to slip in his own views. As Randall Harrison puts it in
his book The Cartoon:

Co~munication

to the Quick:

"Cartoonists can manipulate the system unfairly .... They can
lie. They can titillate and seduce. They can instigate and
intimidate.

1\2

The cartoonist,

then,

in acknowledging his own

power. t,as also to ac.cnowledqe a certain responsibility to

the public. More than any other tyce of journalist, the
editorial

cartoonist is free to say what he thinks in a very

pointed way, but this freedom has to be

balan~ed

against

other values. Legally a cartoonist can more or less be as
offensive as he pleases, but morally he has an obligation to

./

stop short of unjustlv violating another's rights, no

matt~r

what the cause propelllnq him.

But where should the line be drawn? Historically
cartoonists have had a good deal less
public figures.

fr~edom

to offend

Cases that today would be dismissed before

they ever got to court have commonly been found in favor of
the attacl'ed rather than the attacker in the distant--and
even not so distant--past. As an example, the revolutionary

Ouules Philipon : The Pur. Ca. 1831. Chariton',

cartoonist Charles Pl'llioon drew a cartoon which cleverly
featl~r'eo King Loui~ Phillipe in various sta~es of becoming a

pear

(pear meaning

Il

s impleton ll

).3

The king was not impressed

with Philipon's artistry. and Philipon ended up spending some
time in jail.

3

Even as recently as the early 191}(J's casES have gone

acainst the cartoonist and his newspaper.

In 1907 Thomas

Patterson, publisher of the Rocky Hountain HeNs was found
guilty of contempt for publishing editorials and cartoons
whicl, questioned the state Supreme Court's impartiality.Cartoonists did have ways, however, of bucking under past
repressions.

In

1902~

when a miffed governor of

Pennsylvani~

tried to get a bill passed prohibiting "the depicting of
men .•.. as birds or animals", cartoonists responded with a
flood of politician-faced vegetables. e
These days offended public figures can and do drag
editorial cartoonists into court, however, in the recent past
the cartoonist has always won, and probably will continue to
win in the future. The First Amendment protects the
cartoonist and his newspaper in two ways. First, it provides
absolute protection for opinion. Since the editorial cartoon
is always placed on the OP-ED page of the newspaper, and
usually the Opinions section of

maga~ines,

it would be

difficult to label the cartoon as anything but opinion.

If

tt,e plaintiff does manage to prove that the cartQor,ist was
airing "false

sta~ements

of fact rather than

Just

cniniol'~

then the plaintiff mlJst go on to prove actual malice.
ot_her war-ds,

he ml_\st prove that the cartoonist and his

newspaper lied on purpose. This, of course, would be

In

.-

~::tremelv

diffi..:.ul+:' to pro'/e,

-

~=..:..

and has not been pr-oven

.

in any

case In~olvlng ~~v Amerlcarl edltorl~l cartoonist.· Paul

Conrad. a somewhat venomous cartoonist who wor-ks for the Los

Angeles Times, has been taken to court a number of times. He
has been sued 'or ",illions by both Sam Yorty, former mayor of
Lo~

Angeles, and Fred Hartly, Union Oil Company chairman.

both cases the pLaintIff

In

lost--thev could not even prove that

Conrad was expressing fact instead of opinion, much less that
there was actual malice involved.
All this is not to say that editorial cartoonists never
have any restraints put on" what they say, or rather, what
they imply.

If nothing else, "Factors such as the high costs

of :both libel insurance and litigation may be more capable of

SU~Jpr-essing

effQ~ts."7

cartoons by publishers

th~n

any of

the past

A few years ago. Gar"y Trudeau wrote a Doanesbury

strip about Frank Sinatra that questioned the "propriety of
his being honor·ed 2t

the White House and elsewhere.ll~ The

5

upshot of the strip was that objections should be made to the
an hOfforary degree bejng awarded to someone who had regularly

associated with mob bosses over the years. The Los Angeles
times. Sinatra's hometown paper. decided to pull all but one
of the ~eries of six strips, on the advice of their lawyers.9

The lawyers were worried about a lawsuit being brought
against thenewspaper--not because the Los Angeles Times
wouldn't win the suit

(they probably would have>, but because

of the thousands or even millions they would have had to have
spent winning. The newspapers former concern "will we win?"
has been repl aced by the new concern "can we afford to?".
COMN5I1P:
1JItIIYA5'fSlliI!IIii 1St

~===1,~

I
I

I

I

Interestingly enough, the Dallas Times-Herald. one of the
newsp~per's

r~plac~

abortio~
.3,

guess.

tt,at withheld the stl-ip about Sinatra, decided to

the si): strips with six

oth~r'5

instead. Frank Sinatra is
the

si~

i\

t~lat

popular

de~,lt

wlth

persorl~

but, at

decidedly pro-choice strips were inore

li~(ely

to offend more people than even the most vicious attacks on
"01'

Bll~\e

Eyes 'l

•

In terms of lawsuits,

the deciding fCl.ctor in

Ir

whether a cartoon will

be pulled or not seems to be who, not

hew many will be upset by it. Regardless of whelher a
political cartoon is morally

offensiv~

to most people,

whether or not a cartoonist will be dragged into court seems
to deoend on whether he offends the few, or even one, rather
than the many. For instance, Paul Conrad and his newspaper
were taken to court and sued for six million dollars for
implying in a cartoon that a former Los Angeles mayor had
political aspirations that were a little crazy. There was no
hint of a lawsuit, however, when Paul Conrad ran a cartoon
a doctor in an aborti on ward apol 09i zing to a new'

--;';-------.

•
.,

_....

.1<.

' '"'"-'---_.

ABORTION WARD

...

father because his "baby was barn live."lo There are more than

a few million women who support pro-choice who would be, and
probably were, offended by thls attack on abortion by
It would seem then,

~hol~e.

judging by past court cases, that

cartoonists are more free to preach about hotly debated
issues

~hat

are likely to raise the ire of a lot of people,

than they are to comment on what a public figure is thinking
or doing. All the same, if you ask a cartoonist what goes
into a "good" cartoon, the'y rarely mention morality or a
responsibility to the pUblic. Herblock says merely that "a
good cartoon is a good

cartoon."·~

Ranan Lurie gets a lit,t1e

more involved ,in the subject, and outlines five steps in
making a good political cartoon. They are,

"

"First, deciding the message; second, rendering
"

~ .'j

the metaphor or parable;"~hird, drawing the

,

f:r

I

facial caricature; fourth, use of humor/satire;
fifth, exercising journalistic sense--finding
the right timing and subjects, anticipating
the news.

1I12

Lurie goes on to say that "there is nO subject that. is,
can or should 'Je inapproor'iate for the politic.:?.J
TO

be

~air

though~

cartoona

1l13

i t should be added that carto~nists do

generallv have their own peculiar set of values, and more
often than not the;

~ome

up on the side of human rights and

the L.nderdog.

--

)!:I~"
,~~~~}.

The ball

is squarelv in the cartoonists' court when it

comes to treadlng on peoples morals, and yet it would be
foolish and dangerous for the cartoonists to try and never
offend anyone, What is and isn't offensive is very much a
product of the times, and people sometimes need to be
offended in order to get them to pay attention to some higher
truth. When Mort Walker. creator of Beetle Bailey introduced

----.-_. "!·",'f,~",:i :~';·~'~·~~_~t"'·"'.=-- ----
a black lieutenant into hi". s- - 1- i neup hi s' syndi cate refused,' t.o ;:~.:.

run his strips because they "might increase racial
tension.""4 The strips were eventually reinstated, but not
without a battle that was taken "all the way to the Pentagon
and the U.S.

Senate.ll1~ On

the lighter side~ Wal~er also

buttied wlth ~lS syndicate Over his right to d~aw r\avels on

hi3 female characters.'· As fast as Walker drew the belly
buttons in, his syndicate carefully airbrushed them out.~?

The only time during this whole feud that he did manage to
slip a few navels in was when he included in one strip's

bac~(graund

a wt,ale cartload of

oranqes--navels e>:posed.

Navels aSlde. there are nO hard fast rules about what
goes into a "good"

political cartoon, but there are two

things that are orobably essential to a morally sound
political cartoon. The first requirement is that the cartoon
contain at least a small grain of truth as the cartoonist
~,now5

it.

This means.

sometimes,

giving up a brilliant

cutting stroke in order to adhere to the "innocent until
proven guilty" policy.

In one of his more controversial

series of strips, Gary Trudeau, as previously mentioned,
attacked the notion of Frank Sinatra being awarded an
honorary degree because he associated with mobsters. Trudeau
included in one of his strips a picture of.Frank ·Sinatra
standing ne"t Aniello Dellacroce, "alleged human", who had
been charged with a mob murder. What Trudeau failed to

"

mention was that Dellacroce had also been acquitted of the
killing.· s

It may have been completely wrong that Dellacroce

was acquitted. but under our system we have to accept that
acquittal. or change the system. Nevertheless. in order to
ma!ce a point
2.war·d·7 ;')

~

(that of

"why was

Fran~~

Sinatra given this

TrLtcieau mi'51ed h15 reader·s by bui.ldlrg his point on

top of a disputed fact. Cartoonists should be free to
Exaggerat~.

but leqally they aren't,

and morally they

shouldn"t be allowed to mislead.
The second requirement for a morally sound cartoon is

II>

-- ::=-..:; - -.

that if it is offensive, it should be offensive with a
reason. As Charles Press outs it, bringing out the bi.g guns
fora trite subject is something like "watching a rabbit get
blasted apart with a Howitzer."'" He goes on to say that
"If the artist brings up the big artillery, he
or she must have a good reason for firing it,
mor~

than just showing off or having a test run

of U-,e equipment. ""'0
Larry Flynt and Hustler's spoof of Jerry Falwell's "first
\

time" is not an editorial cartoon, but it is a neat example
of satire not meeting either of the aforementioned moral
requirements.

In this somewhat" graphic piece of literature,

Hustler parodied ads for Campari liquor in which people
l

talked
about their first time with Campari. In the parody,
<,
Jerry Falwell tallced about his first time with his mother in
an outhouse.

In this particular satire, the grain of truth is

missing. The entire piece was generated out of Larry Flynt's
desire to "assassinate" Falwell's character"", and there is a
distinct lack of evidence for anything contained in the
piece. The parody is also very offensive without a good
reason. Tne courts recognized this, and awarded Jerry Falwell

100,000 dollars for intentional infliction of emotional
distress,

rhey could not, however, support his libel charge,

Freedom of speech is a fragile privilege.

It is

constantly threatened by over-zealous people trying to ban

1/

books and records and movies. To say, therefore.

tha~

the

Hustler parody should have been suppressed would be to support
a dangerous threat to the first amendment. On the other hand,
given the motives involved, the Hustler parody probably
should not have been published.

In a more perfect world,

Larry Flynt would have questioned his own values, and himself
decided not to pUblish the piece, without ever having
involved the courts or the press. In the absence of laws that
police journalists' words, the journalists must police
themselves. Even if no one else agrees, at least they
themselves should believe "in what they are saying.
Given that we are a society that is not completely made
up of lily-white souls, there

i~

a saving grace that heips

beat down the injustices. This is the competition of' ideas
'>

that John Stuart Mills was talking about when he said that

"

.

"the truth most consistently emerges from a marketplace of
ideas.

"22

The editorial cartoonists provide the marketplace,

the cartloads of one-sided viewpoints from which we can put
together an opinion. There is no denying that editorial
cartoonists have influence--even the White House sits va and
takes notice when the current leader is being attacked.

There

is also no denying that these cartoonists are often mean and.
sometimes very

un~air.

but

~s

Mi~~e

Peters of

the Dayton Daily

News outs it: "[When a politician is) telling a lie, a
journalist reporting the quote cannot say:

'Hey, that guy's a

1

liC!r.'

But the cartoonist can Sd'y': \ vJait a mInute.

not wearing a stitCtl on his

body·."~3

That gL~Y'S

This is a useful way of

getting around all the rhetoric that politicians generate. as
long as the person accused of being naked really isn't
wearing any clothes.

-.

''','',

.'.,
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Comments on All ison Anderson"s senior thesis:
1. It's quite short (which is not a sin) but perhaps omits some useful information.
Could use more examples and more analysis.
2. Could have had more on ethical behavior generally, if it is to be published.
What do we look for in ethical behavior, so that we can sa; a cartoonist is
either ethical or unethical? Honesty, dignity, what? You mention having a
t1 target, and I agree that just spouting off with no "news peg" nor any real
issue is not responsible criticism, let alone ethical.
Remember our discussions in class about freedom of press? The word "responsible"
is never mentioned in the FiTst Amendment, although a lot of people woul d
like to have it in there, as long as they can be the ones to decide how to
define "responsible.
II·

3. Your paper would be easier to read and understand if you had provided sub
heads to emphasize the move from one subject to another.
4. A U. S. cartoonist's message alse gets exposure overseas.· Spiegel
regularly repr.ints U. S. work.

(Germany)

5. One place you could have expanded is the discussion of treatment of cartoonists,
caricaturists and satirists by their king or other government officials. Cutting
off someone's hand might be considered appropriate punishment for someone whose
hands (their drawing ability) got them in trouble in the first place, and some
k;ngs would glagly have done this. I am not too sure that some governments
today might do that. Remember the Watergate era and the "enemies 1ist" Nixon
kept?
6. Some grammar and punctuation problems should be cleared up.

Most are marked.

7. Might mention that many people sue because they do not distinguish between
opinion and fact. Ollman vs. Evans (a two-year-old case) has something to
say about this, along with some guidelines or tests.
8. It's John Stuart Mill (not Mills) Allisons Andersonssssss.
9. Many small papers admit that they can no longer do real investigative reporting
because they cannot afford to be sued if something goes wrong.
10. Footnote 15 needs amplification. Who sued whom? Who won? Give the citation
for the decision. (Some readers want to know more and you should tell them.
11. Back to my comment No.2. Was what Trudeau did unethical, irresponsible,
uncalled for, not based on fact, simply an error? In relation to this paper
what was it?

